
 
 

 

System Integration Specialist / 
IT-Technician m/f/d 

Department: Application Services 
Location:  Dettenhausen near Tübingen, Germany 

elusoft GmbH is a subsidy of elumatec AG, the leading manufacturer for aluminium steel and PVC 
profile processing machines. We develop software products for our national and international 
customers, which efficiently solve complex tasks to enhance the productivity of their CNC machines. 
Our portfolio consists of eluCad, a user-friendly CAD/CAM software package for the preparation of 
machining jobs, and eluCloud, our IoT cloud service for monitoring of the manufacturing process. 
In addition, we support our customers with individual solutions for automation and digitalization of their 
work processes. In-house support, on-site and online training seminars as well as production support 
offered by elusoft GmbH ensure that our customers always receive the assistance they require.  

Your daily tasks:  

As an IT specialist, you handle your assigned tasks diligently. You deploy and support instances of our 

IoT cloud application remotely or on premise for our international customers. Working closely with the 

rest of the application services team, you coordinate and document issues, from defects to feature 

extensions or the various customer requirements. As part of quality management, you reproduce 

customers’ problems and create test cases for reproduction and regression. You help writing 

installation instructions and feature documentation for our products. You quickly become an expert in 

your projects, answering questions from your colleagues with different experiences and skillsets. 

Demonstrable Experience:  

 You’ve completed an apprenticeship as an IT specialist (system integration) or similar 
qualification 

 You have substantial understanding of general IT topics 

 You’re interested in modern IT solutions and approach complex problems systematically 

 2 years or more of work experience with comparable tasks 

 You should have a high level of written and spoken German and English 

 You are quality conscious and approach your work in an independent and structured manner 

 You have a driver’s license valid in Germany (e.g. B) / Willingness to travel 
 

Desired skills: 

 Work experience with SQL databases (SQLite, MySQL, MS SQL) 

 Administrative experience with both Windows and Linux systems 

 Experience with virtualization / container administration (VMware, Docker, Kuberenetes, etc.) 

 Experience with cloud infrastructure (Azure, AWS, Google Cloud or similar) 

 

  



 
 

 

What we offer: 

 Diverse tasks in full-time employment, working with a competent and motivated team  

 Team culture at eye level, flat hierarchies, fast decision-making processes 

 Possibility of Work from Home 

 Social security benefits, employer’s contributions for retirement benefits 

 Continuous personal and professional training 

 On-site: Free drinks, pool table and table soccer, employee parking spots 

 Ticketplus (Tax-free monthly bonus card) 

Have we roused your interest? Then send us your complete application incl. salary expectations and 
possible starting date via email to: 

Mrs. Petra Ecker 
pecker@elusoft.com 
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